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To have a reputation for quality which inspires and shows others

what is possible for people with disabilities

To grow to serve people across WA, while keeping our unique,

value based approach

To recruit, develop and retain the best people in the sector

To build strong links with government and the communities in

which we operate

Working together

Being creative and flexible

Having energy and enthusiasm

Being compassionate

Being honest and building trust

Making a difference

Our values...

Our vision...

To have a fulfilled life with healthy relationships, friends and

purpose

To be a part of an inclusive community, which accepts  people

as they are and looks beyond disability

Be empowered to make choices and have control over how they

live their life
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For the people we support

For Directions



Last year when I wrote my contribution to the annual report, I thought 2019 had been a big

year. Little did I know the mountains we would climb together in 2020. The challenges we

have faced due to COVID-19 have affected our members, staff and our whole community

in ways none of us would have imagined when we attended our celebratory 25 year AGM.

On top of the financial and social impacts that everyone in our community faced, I want

to particularly acknowledge, for our members and their families, the additional stress of

navigating a pandemic safely whilst needing to receive essential supports in your home.

I know for many staff, the pandemic meant significant and sudden changes in work

practice, hours and at times worrying uncertainty. All of this and while we’re still working

our way through the changes and the transition to the NDIS. Directions continued to

develop its business processes to align with the demands of the funding model and its

policies and continued to grow throughout the past year.

Through it all there has been a lot of valuable learning, and whilst none of us would want

to return to the uncertainty of the first half of this year, I believe we have gained many

new skills and learned about alternative ways of supporting people that may continue to

have relevance or be a preference for some. We have also found strength, resilience and

creativity in our midst. 

Congratulations to Alison, the staff and management team who quickly shifted to working

remotely, adapting to use new technology, and supporting people remotely as well as

face to face. The implementation of infection control procedures, training, and PPE to

support safe service delivery will continue to influence our practice.

Directions continue to grow in membership and develop its service offerings to meet the

needs of our community. This year we fare-welled two long-standing board members in

Jenny Wylie and Elizabeth Roberts. Their contribution over many, many years is deeply

appreciated. We have welcomed Mary-Rose Tomeo, Kate Murphy and Maria Davison into

temporary vacancies and hope to continue our relationship with them.

I wish you all health and happiness for the year ahead.

Sally Hunter

Chair

CHAIR'S REPORT
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Establishment of the new service portfolio of Support Coordination, who have achieved

excellent outcomes in a short period of time;

Expansion of the Therapy team – who delivered 3500 hours of therapy to 122 individuals, with

demand for services continuing to grow;

Development of new group services – such as Social Spirit, as well as changes to existing

programs such as Life skills, which has been well received;

A focus on continuous improvement activities, such as improved intake procedures and

revamped Occupational Safety and Health Committee, all of which are very rewarding for the

team to seek out better ways of working;

Delivery of many training and professional development initiatives on topics such as restrictive

practice, Zero Tolerance and Mental Health First Aid;

Appointment of a Safety, Wellbeing, and Risk Specialist - instrumental in promoting a culture of

wellbeing at work, mitigating risk and improving safety for our individuals and families.

The COVID-19 taskforce team, who admirably rose to the challenge of a new and daunting

situation by working 7 days a week to ensure responsive and safe decision making;

All Directions staff who willingly adapted to changes throughout the year, with a special mention

to the support workers who used use their time and skills differently during the pandemic, such as

undertaking special projects during disrupted times; 

The Directions Board, who willingly volunteer their time and expertise to assist Directions by

promoting good stewardship and governance, underpinned by financial sustainability. Added to

this, the extra pressure of COVID-19, which the Board members addressed whilst also facing

these challenges in their commitments to other work roles and family. 

The Directions community has a strong history of pitching in to help, and never has this been more

necessary than during the COVID-19 health pandemic. Such challenging situations often adversely

impact the more vulnerable members of our community, but the unwavering commitment, care, and

courage shown by Directions' individuals, families, staff, our Board, and the wider community have

collectively carried us through.

In addressing the challenge of COVID-19, Directions quickly adapted to new ways of working and

thinking. Office staff rapidly moved to work from home, teletherapy was fine-tuned, staff packaged

up emergency care kits, coordinators strengthened their connections via regular phone check-ins

with participants and our groups became video catch-ups for while!

 

In addition to this agility and responsiveness, we achieved the following in 2019-2020:

None of the above would be possible without the dedication and unwavering endeavours from the

Directions staff, who demonstrate a determination and commitment to care on a daily basis.

Particular acknowledgment must go to:

Directions will continue to forge ahead, with a commitment to safe, high-quality services that foster

a truly inclusive community. With sincere thanks and a genuine appreciation to all of you – we truly

are building the relationships that make a difference. 

Alison Kelly

Chief Executive Officer

CEO'S REPORT
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Directions have shown that we can make a difference in the most challenging situations by

working together to achieve fantastic outcomes for the families and individuals we support.

Directions staff have worked together and shown real creative and flexible approaches to

engaging and delivering quality services which have inspired our individuals to dream big in

search of reaching their planned goals and outcomes. 

We can look back at one of the most challenging years in the organisation's history and be

proud of the relationships we maintained and fostered while working through COVID-19.

Directions have led the way in service provision, seeking dedication from our team of

support workers to enable our individuals to keep connected with the community. Every

Directions support worker, coordination, therapy and management team member embraced

technology which allowed us to keep delivering services to our individuals and families.

We built capacity and innovation for our individuals and families while not compromising our

service delivery. We found creative ways to engage in community support, cooking classes

and virtual connection sessions. As our hummingbird suggests, we have moved in every

direction as we continue to reach our individuals and deliver quality services.

Dylan learning new cooking skills.

 

 

INDIVIDUAL SERVICES

Nik practising his skills on the drums
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Promoting infant development and family bonding.

Development of play and social skills such as
imaginative, symbolic or constructive play.

School readiness skills such as development of pre-
writing, fine motor and gross-motor skills.

Advice, recommendations and provision of seating and
mobility equipment.

Assessment and development of sensory processing
skills, identifying strategies to assist and help to
understand emotions.

Assistance with mealtime challenges through sensory
exploration, positioning, equipment and postural
support.

Support with school, classroom and transition to
secondary schooling or post-school options.

 

Assistance to identify suitable equipment to enhance

comfort and positioning during bathing, showering,

toileting and mealtimes. Therefore, facilitating

independence in daily routines.

Developing independence and daily living skills, such

as: support with money skills, budgeting, household

chores, meal preparation and everyday activities.

THERAPY SERVICES
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Services offered by Therapy: Childen

Services offered by Therapy: Adults 



 The therapy team, consisting of Occupational Therapists,

Speech Pathologists, Positive Behavioural Support

Practitioners, Physiotherapists and Therapy Assistants has

doubled in size over the last year because of the increased

need for therapy services. Directions therapy team provide

evidence-based therapy support to best help the individual

address their goals.

Occupational Therapy - assess and build the capacity of

individuals with disabilities, looking at all their functional

needs, 24/7, 365 days of the year. By working with each

individual, specific goals have been prioritised to align with

the person’s National Disability Insurance Scheme (NDIS) Plan.

These are worked on collaboratively in the community so that

skill development is meaningful and underpinned by the

choices and decisions of the individual.

Speech Pathology - we all know how important it is to eat,

drink, communicate and develop social skills. The Directions

speech pathologists support individuals to build capacity in

these areas. Directions work closely with individuals to

protectively assess for dysphagia (food/ drink going into the

lungs instead of the stomach) and promote safe practices.

This may involve a speech pathologist carrying out a mealtime

assessment, which is highly beneficial in providing advice and

strategies for the management of dysphagia.

Positive Behaviour Support - The role of positive behaviour

support is to explore the underlying needs of individuals.

Positive behaviour support is a therapeutic practice that

gains insight into a person’s relationships and belonging

needs, communication and interaction needs, processing

needs, sensory needs, and health needs. This service is

person-centred, collaborative and highly individualised so

that the person can be supported and encouraged to strive

for their goals.

Physiotherapy - the Directions physiotherapy team work

closely with individuals to promote and enhance physical

ability and function. Activities used by physiotherapy to

maintain independence by promoting strength, mobility,

balance and coordination include gym activities, walking,

wheelchair rugby, horse riding, cycling and swimming.

Baby Anna was 4 months old when she linked with

Directions. Anna is keen to do everything that other

infants do and is progressing well with her

movement ability with support from her Mum,

guided by the physiotherapist. The occupational

therapist is currently supporting Anna to access

essential equipment. Meanwhile, Anna’s eating is

improving steadily. She has recently progressed to

eating solids and drinking thickened fluids from a

bottle, with guidance from the Speech Pathologist.

The family are still learning English, and in order to

ensure clear communication, all of these therapy

supports are provided with the support of an

interpreter.

Services offered by Therapy: Early Childhood

Therapy Services
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During the middle of the year, the groups program was expanded to include a group for older

participants. This was named Social Spirit. This has been well received with participants and the

groups are now expanding to another day. A highlight has been a High Tea and bingo afternoon.

Groups continue to be one of the hallmark services at Directions. With new Management the Group

Leaders were given more responsibility for the design of the activities. The Teen Spirit Group Leaders

know the participants well and know what they enjoy and can engage with them on what they want to

do. The Life Skills groups saw a whole revision of the programming. The new design is centred on

modules that the participants work on at their own level and set their own goals but with much more of

a focus on universally recognised life skills. 

"Lachie McQueen has been a part of Directions amazing programs for quite a while now. He started with the

Holiday programs, and when NDIS was successful, he now does a wonderful 3-day program where Lachie has

been introduced to social engagements with different peers and making long term friendships with other

clients. Lachie is involved in community social settings, cooking, hygiene and other activities. 

Anyone who knows Lachie has been amazed at his progression.  From less than a year ago to now, Lachie has

become more confident, happy and willing to take direction and learn. I could not have singlehandedly done

any of this without the most dedicated, kind and caring support workers, team leaders and Emily and Karina.

Lachie looks forward to his days now, and I get to breathe a little easier. All the Support workers especially

Lockie and Alex over this year have been amazing and communication has been awesome. Covid took away a

good chunk of Lachie's start, but he is ending the year a happier young adult and loves helping around the

house, or shopping. Tasks that were impossible over a year ago. Lachie realises he has a way to go, but with

Directions he will only thrive more and more".

Teenspirit Maddington 12-17              

Teenspirit Maddington 18+                 

Teenspirit North                                  

Teenspirit Peel                                  

Young Adults Group- North                

Claremont Tigers Life Skills Group       

Our groups

GROUPS

Kenwick Social Monthly Discos

Social Spirit

Claremont Good Birds Life Skills Group

Saturday Social Group- Perth City

Maddington Friday night 18+
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Kenwick Social Monthly Disco

The Life Skill Groups at Directions highlight each individual's ability to be independent and

have their say. These groups are aimed at young adults and are focused on developing life

skills. They encompass Directions’ person-centred model, tailoring the programs to suit the

needs of every individual to progress to the next stage of their life.

 
Clean Up Australia Day!

The Kenwick Social has been an event run once a
month for over 17 years by Directions for the
Community. With the end of Department of
Communities Funding, sourcing ongoing financial
support for this event to continue became apparent.
Directions have been incredibly fortunate to have
been given grants from BP Employees Charitable
Trust Fund and City of Gosnells. We are thrilled to be
able to continue running these events in 2021 and to
quote a regular attendee:

“I just wanted to say thank you so very much for the
Kenwick discos.  They are genuinely the absolute
highlight of (my son’s) month, and he enjoys every
moment. There are so few safe places to socialise for
a man like him, and we are enormously grateful that
you will continue to run them”.

GROUPS  | 10

Life Skills Groups
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Currently, we provide services to 120 clients across the metropolitan area. The team have provided

some amazing outcomes in the short time they have been with us. Their days are never the same and

they can go from finding someone to do a tip run to exploring emergency or long term housing to

finding the perfect mentor for a business idea.

Support Coordination in 2020 has grown exponentially as the NDIS puts it in more plans. Staff

movements have seen a whole new team commence with Directions and we welcomed April Conway,

Kathryn James and Kanau Sion. All three bring a wealth of knowledge and experience across a range

of sectors and within the Disability Services. In line with the NDIA requirements Support Coordination

has been separated from Operations with new reporting lines. As a department, it also sits separately

in Visicase to ensure client confidentiality and prevent conflict of interest.  

Host family respite for participants remains part of

the suite of services at Directions. Providing short

term respite for participants allows them to become

more independent and to explore housing options.

Other host options allow families, in particular aging

carers, to have a break, which allows individuals to

live at home longer than might be possible without

this.

Directions have a rigorous and thorough vetting

process for Hosts which gives families and

individuals peace of mind. Those host families

currently assisting Directions participants are a

wonderful group whom it is an honour to support.

SUPPORT COORDINATION

HOST FAMILIES 

 Support Coordinator

Kathryn James

 Specialist Support Coordinator

Kanau Sion (Sion)

 Specialist Support Coordinator

April Conway
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OUR STORIES 
Dale and Luke

John and Liam are a team. Liams' Mum Sara

states that:

"John has supported Liam in many ways, 

 showing nothing but kindness respect and

compassion for Liam. John goes above and

beyond for this family - giving 150% each time. 

 I hope this shines a positive light on your team

and your staff members. I will be forever

grateful to John White for walking into this

family and helping us reconnect as a family".

 

Liam and John 

Burt Volunteer Award 2020
"For your service to our community "

Presented to Sharon Whiteside for services to Gosnells District
Neighbourhood Watch.

Directions support worker Sharon Whiteside received this
award for her commitment to building a better Burt! Burt is the
electoral division that covers Armadale, Gosnells and
Kelmscott.

Congratulations Sharon - you are a wonderful ambassador for
Directions and always provide such inclusive support. 

Luke and Dale have forged a wonderful working

partnership through Directions. In the words of Dale’s

grandmother –

 “Luke is very responsive to Dale’s needs and goals. He

supports Dale’s development across a number of

areas, including community service and engagement,

personal development, employability skills,

independent living skills and social/ recreational

skills".

Dale loves his supports with Luke, as Luke engages him

in his activities and helps make things fun. Dale

always looks forward to his days with Luke!

Sharon Whiteside 



OUR STAFF

Christmas in July 

The Directions Social Club did a great job of
organising a Christmas in July event. It was
wonderful to see so many staff, Board members
and partners at the event in Cockburn. Especially
lovely to see and hear our long term staff members
in full voice with their favourite songs. Thank you to
Leah S and the team for their hard work in
organising such a great event. We are all looking
forward to more of this in 2021!

Disability Support Awards 

The Disability Support Awards is a special night
for our individuals, families, Board members and
staff to get dressed up and enjoy each other's
company. High on the agenda is celebrating
those wonderfully supportive connections that
we share whilst recognising the high-quality
care embraced by Directions.

   RUOK Day 

2020 has been a challenging year for everyone and
circumstances have made it even more important for
us all to stay connected and, for those who are able,
be willing to support those around us. Directions held
two breakfasts' in Baldivis & Maddington, where
some attendees donned the RUOK yellow!  

RUOK Day is our national day of action when we
remind Australians that every day is the day to ask,
“Are you OK?” when someone in your world is
struggling with life’s ups and downs. The message for
R U OK? Day 2020 is: 

'THERE'S MORE TO SAY AFTER R U OK?'

Christmas 2019 was a creative affair for
Directions' staff! 'Bake it Til You Make It' resulted
in many sweet and savoury offerings - ready for
sampling by our very spoilt panel of objective
judges! Workstations were decorated and primed
in line for a prize-worthy mention being Bev's
wintery office and Dawn's authentic Scandinavian
sled! Staff also contributed to a Giving Tree, with
many charities nominated for a donation in lieu of
time-poor staff - or those not creatively inclined!

OUR STAFF  | 12

Christmas at Directions 
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Staff Appreciation

Rebecca Eddy - 7 years at Directions

We would like to express our appreciation to a number
of long standing staff members

Michael Bower 6+

Nicole Antoine 7+ 

Heather Kibble 7+ 

Rebeca Eddy 7+

Linda Summers 7+ 

Julie White 8+

Paul Wilson 8+

Alex Malcolm 8+

Heath Saunders 9+

David Whiteside

Craig Siggins 11+

Years with Directions
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In March 2020, Rebecca Eddy celebrated seven

years of service with Directions.  This photo was

taken just before staff started to work from home

during the pandemic. We were grateful we could

gather around Bec to say a heartfelt "thank you" for

all her tremendous work and commitment to care.

Thanks, Bec - you make a difference!

Craig Siggins - 11 years at Directions 

David Whiteside  - 10  years at Directions 

Heath Saunders - 9  years at Directions 

10+

Heather Kibble - 7 years at Directions



Sally Hunter I am an occupational therapist
with a 30-year career working predominantly in
the disability sector. I am currently employed by
Curtin University for the school of OT. I have
previous experience as a Board member serving
on the Variety board for six years and grant
committee for ten years. I have served as a
chair for AGOSCI and am vice president of the
Australian Rehabilitation and Assistive
Technology Association. I highly value the work
of Directions and am willing to commit my time
and efforts as needed to support its strategic
objectives. 

Michelle Atkinson  My involvement with
Directions stems back to 2004 when I first
joined the board. With more than 25 years'
experience in disability services, I am currently
employed at 'my place'. In this challenging time
when the sector is undergoing significant
reform and change, I remain focused on
providing quality services to people so they can
lead valued and active lives. I also have keen
interest in training and Positive Behaviour
Support, two areas in which Directions has
made a solid investment over in the past two
years. 

Ian Wilson I am a retired CPA and have had a
career in local government and public sector
finance. I became a Board member for
Directions in 2008 and have been Treasurer in
two periods since then.  I have always thought
that all of us can contribute our personal
abilities to creating better communities around
us. Being on the Board of Directions is an
opportunity for me to contribute to the
necessary Board oversight for an organisation
working with and for a lot of caring and
inspiring people

Mary Rose Tomeo Directions Disability Services deliver
high quality, ethical services that I am proud to have the
opportunity to contribute to.  I joined the Board in 2019,
bringing with me over fifteen years of experience in the
community services sector in a range of leadership
positions.  I am currently working as a Manager within the
family and domestic violence policy unit at the Department
of Communities. I am a passionate advocate for social
justice and human rights issues and bring a life-long
personal and professional commitment to enhancing
people’s safety and wellbeing. I hold a Bachelor of
Psychology, minoring in Sexology.

Justin Bunter I joined the Board in October
2015. Directions performs a very valuable
service and I am proud to contribute to that
and apply my commercial, strategic and
financial skills. With a career panning over 30
years, I have held a range of general
management and senior financial positions
both across Australia and in the UK. I am
currently the Executive Director Corporate
Services for another Not for Profit organisation.
I have also held a number of Executive
positions. I am a Chartered Accountant, I hold a
Bachelor of Commerce and a Post Grad
Diploma in Business.

Liam O'Connor Liam has worked in national and group
manager HSEQ positions, working across a range of
industries within both ASX-listed and privately held
companies. Liam currently holds a Group HSEQ Manager
position across Tasman Power and Tasman Rope Access.
Liam also holds appointments within multiple not-for-profit
boards, acting in the positions of non-executive director,
board member and committee chair. A self-professed
legal nerd, Liam has completed post-graduate
qualifications in law, business, legal studies, OHS and
international business law. He is also a graduate of
Japan’s Ritsumeikan University School of Law.

BOARD OF MANAGEMENT
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Dr Tony Buti MLA Before becoming the Member for Armadale in October 2010, Tony lectured in law at the University of
Western Australia, having studied at UWA, Australian National University, Oxford University and Yale University, obtaining a
Diploma of Education, Bachelor of Laws, Masters of Industrial Relations and a doctorate in law. Tony has worked as a high
school teacher, lawyer and legal academic. He has co-produced and co-directed a documentary on racial vilification in the
AFL, and written books, articles and other publications on the Stolen Generations, British Child Migrants, human rights, and
disability discrimination.  Dr Buti’s most recent book ‘A Stolen Life: The Bruce Trevorrow Case’ is a moving and emotional
tribute.  Tony’s PhD from Oxford University in the area of guardianship law and stolen generation is a testament to his
empathy, respect, determination and compassion. In March 2021, Dr Buti was appointed Minister for Finance; Lands; Sport
and Recreation; Citizenship and Multicultural Interests under the McGowan Labor Government.OUR PATRON

Maria Davison I am very pleased to have joined the Board
in 2020. Directions provides important supports to the local
community and beyond and I am pleased to contribute my
skills and experience from over 25 years working in the
health, disability and community sectors. Having held a
number of executive positions I have a deep understanding
of the challenges faced by organisations such as Directions
to ensure the ongoing delivery of valued services in an ever
changing environment, both funding wise but also to ensure
we keep up with the expectations of customers  and their
families. I am an AICD graduate, registered psychologist
and graduate of INSEAD Business School.

Peta Barker I joined the Board of Directions four years
ago, and have eight years of experience of our family
being supported by Directions. I am able to talk about how
that has been successful. My son has autism and together
with Directions' support, he has been able to really
blossom and is becoming much more independent.
Directions has shown me that, with the correct support,
you not only support the individual but also the family. I
believe that this in itself, is the care that is needed for
families with disabilities.

Joanne Meyerink I was elected to the Board of Directions
at the 2015 Annual General Meeting having previously
been chair of Teenspirit Inc. I am a mother of a 25 year
old daughter with an intellectual disability and my
motivation to be a board member is to speak for the
vulnerable of our society. I believe in the value of the
services that Directions offer and I appreciate the
opportunity to be a part of ensuring that Directions
continues to provide high quality, safe and enriching
services for those who need therapy and social supports. 

CHAIR

VICE CHAIR

TREASURER

BOARD MEMBER

BOARD MEMBER

BOARD MEMBER

SECRETARY

BOARD MEMBER

BOARD MEMBER



Due to several circumstances, not least of which was careful management during a complex
time, I am pleased to report a modest surplus for the 2019-2020 financial year. At the
beginning of the financial year, the board adopted a cautious budget. This was, at that
time, driven mostly to accommodate the changes in business with the full roll-out of the
NDIS.

The financial performance was significantly better until the impact of the Covid-19
pandemic from March 2020. The Covid-19 pandemic, understandably, created a negative
impact on our financial performance until the delivery of services began to recover in May.
At the time of writing, the situation has improved further. With the application of the
Jobkeeper subsidy, we are now close to optimal service delivery levels. 

The Board and the CEO have introduced a Finance and Risk subcommittee to assist the
Board. The Finance Committee commenced in April 2020 and comprises the Vice-Chair,
Treasurer, CEO, and Performance Business Manager. In particular, the Committee has
considered improvements in the utilisation of services, the impact of the Covid-19 pandemic
and mitigation measures, the completion of the transition of funding from the WA system to
the NDIA, and the appointment of an auditor for 2020-21.

In 2019, Directions welcomed Bev Wotzko as Senior Bookkeeper. This is my last report as
Treasurer as I am not continuing as a Board member after the 2020 annual general
meeting. I have been a Board member since 2008 and Treasurer for most of those years. In
that time, annual revenue has increased from $776,293 to $7,975,475. I think that is the
result of better recognition from the government Directions' work for families and individuals.
I know this is the result of a lot of commitment and hard work by the staff of Directions and I
hope that I had just a small part to play in the big picture of the organisation.

Ian Wilson 
Treasurer

FINANCIAL REPORT
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Government of WA

The Manse Restaurant

Rotary of Gosnells

Givit

Southern River Community Garden

Key 2 Creative

Lottery West

Volunteering WA

Visicase

SNAP

Lavan Legal

Claremont Tigers

Commonwealth Bank

City of Armadale

Affinity Systems

City of Gosnells

Department of Communities 

Curtin University

Azure HR

Bankwest

Department of Social Services

City of Rockingham

The University of Western Australia

McCusker Centre for Citizenship
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NDIA

Grill'd Carousel

BP Employees Charitable Trust Fund

BP Refinery Kwinana



(08) 9262 4900

admin@directions.asn.au

www.directions.asn.au

PO Box 443

Maddington WA 6989

Maddington Office 

12 Blackburn Street

Maddington WA 6109

Therapy Centre

Corner Blackburn and Orr Streets

Maddington  WA  6109

Baldivis Office

South Baldivis Community Centre

Lamorak Drive, Baldivis  WA  6171

http://www.directions.asn.au/

